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Do we practice rotating leadership, stepping out of office regardless if we believe others are not 

available, not willing and not qualified or do we remain frozen in office? 

The AA Group Pamphlet, p. 34 
 "Traditionally, Rotation keeps AA members from becoming frozen in office. It also ensures that 
group tasks, like nearly everything else in AA, are passed around for all to share...to step out of 
an AA office you love can be hard. If you have been doing a good job, if you honestly don't see 
anyone else around willing, qualified, or with the time to do it, and if your friends agree, it is es-
pecially tough. But it can be a real step forward in growth--a step into the humility that is, for 
some people, the spiritual essence of anonymity...rotation helps to bring us spiritual rewards far 
more enduring than any fame. With no AA "status" at stake, we needn't compete for titles or 
praise--we have complete freedom to serve as we are needed". 

AA Grapevine, September 1992 
 "But then I began to see rotation in action, and I learned the difference between ruling and serv-
ing. Rotation is one of the ways we use to make sure we serve and don't rule...AA's tradition of 
rotation (even if it permits some inexperience and even ignorance) was a bit shocking. Could 
such a structure stay intact? Wouldn't it finally fall apart? The answer, I discovered, was this: AA 
is unified and strong, because we are not organized...we've insisted that all those serving AA 
derive their authority from a loving god expressing himself within the informed group con-
science." 

Do we experience through rotating leadership at all service levels, a kind of democracy rarely 

possible elsewhere or do we experience an authoritarian and fixed leadership interfering with 

our true ultimate authority? 

Bill Wilson, AA Grapevine, January 1948 
 "We humbly hope and believe that our growing AA tradition will prove to be the will of god for 
us... and we need not depend overmuch on inspired leaders. Because our active leadership of 
service can be truly rotating, we enjoy a kind of democracy rarely possible elsewhere...therefore 
we of AA are certain that there is but one ultimate authority, "a loving god as he may express 
himself in our group conscience." 

Do we serve through rotating leadership and never command or exert authority, acting only to 

understand, explore and carry out the conscience of the group? 

Bill Wilson, AA Grapevine, 1947 
 "Nowhere in AA is there to be seen any constituted human authority that can compel an AA 
group to do anything...each leader soon discovers that while he can always guide by example or 
persuasion he can never boss...the majority of AA groups do not even choose leaders. They 
prefer rotating committees to handle their simple affairs. These committees are invariably re-
garded as servants. They have only the authorization to serve, never to command. Each com-
mittee carries out what it believes to be the wishes of its group. That is all...heavy handed asser-
tion of my personal authority always created confusion and resistance". 



"When I go to a meeting today, I no 
longer have the delusion that I am 

supporting a good cause. I need AA; 
AA did quite well without me during 
my ten years of self-exile. I go to AA 
meetings today to hear and see how 
God is working. When I share at a 
meeting, it is not to try and 'help' 

those poor wretches, it is because I 
need their help and guidance."  

El Paso, Texas, October 2006 

From: "Garden Hose Sobriety"  

Voices of Long-Term Sobriety   

Quote 

Worthy 

"AA is a caring community ... of 
people who understand how others 
can be trapped in deep loneliness 

and despair."  
Toledo, Ohio, May 2001 

From: "Why I Keep Coming Back" 

Voices of Long-Term Sobriety  

"In the life of each AA member, 
there still lurks a tyrant.   

His name is alcohol." 
AA Co-Founder, Bill W., July 1946 

    From: "'The Individual in Relation to AA as 

a Group" 

    The Language of the Heart   

District 23 Announcements 
 
 

Sept. 20th Leamington Gr. 70th Anniversary  
7th tradition 

Doors open at 8:00am 
Breakfast 9:00 followed by open speaker meeting - Harry G. 

 

Essex County AA—District 23 Website 
 

Visit: www.essexcountyaa.com  
 

Stay connected 
Find a meeting 

See special events and announcements 
View current and past newsletters 
Link to other AA websites and info 

And much more! 

Harry came to AA quite innocently in 1946. A friend and drinking companion of his was going on a 3 hour 

road trip to Leamington, Ontario and Harry, as per usual, just ‘came along for the ride’. Rather than go on the 

usual drinking binge Harry anticipated, he was plied with Vernors Ginger Ale and taken to a Sunday School 

building so that his friend could introduce him to a few “friends”.  It was during the meeting that he realized, 

“this has got something to do with booze”. Harry was only 26 years old at the time but he’d had enough. He 

grew up with the “Rum Runners” and often drank what he refers to as “porch climbing wine”. He loved his 

‘booze’ and, to this day, Harry prefers to refer to himself as a “booze artist”. The Leamington Group became 

Harry’s first home group and he did a weekly 350 mile round trip to attend meetings. He would work all day, 

drive to Leamington, sit through the meeting, chat after the meeting, drive home and go to work the next day.  

He continued going to Leamington for some time until he found out that there was a meeting in Simcoe just 8 

miles up the road! “We were really anonymous back then,” explains Harry, with a grin and twinkle in his eye. 

** From an article done in 2014.** 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001w-yAoLCs0gmw_EcZsDlkG2uzg98BdfvIoLlcjw3aBZf1W6VDtOEYECDojxUINI6V75sVK77w6tXiCKaTzRuc0-3rbRhZZ0mq-2Y2CZb73O3FVqVzzmgoQUWuPB5-mySYDdLIJdWR5op8mvHvFn5Xta8BiJF8xg-_PFl6fe376u8ZrVJa2RXA3C_G_5INS8w4pXGTlyx0YaX7lzy68SBEmi7UizpGmN-W0K-w
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001yXfqzFN7s_hLY60rFxStkKrfRuvlIv7j79YEnH1e0UuviXs6wuWFpOYTg9jMBUKmKl-a2wQ1IV4hk1dT1M0fGLMwUmMzGsu55bwkeNHKs__62lgOicku1Y3dHl59-nwIVYkd2QbJgXqHaOVqhmZPx5fgklBnE36r9BWGqh_JhAQUXdAe3VrtO_oBvbMddiOVDru4yQcooweh42n-w6Ty-ojuLHlR0ISGU21x
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001TIxVN1TNDo-_SqHEPHLkvxHbt2kxyzoUlVAhtav3RP1gdXuElBtNbYmU63JlypQYp67m2g8jV6C0c2cINj9_wu29EUVAzqREpAB-1Cdjc_JpHuM0fCDgvYh2soVX8JFEFSkWHArCLgfJOgj-xfIfEYNs4t9iJsHG86H-7xQ7G3ez4TQxjnpjRpYrmgUPBDTv9qgR_uYgDelGxH4MRWGK4V0e6Ne-SJu06jU_


ESSEX 

Mike B.              Oct. 12, 1984 

Shirley D.           Oct. 13, 1988 

Lindsay  M.        Dec. 16, 2013 

Pauline D.          Dec. 21, 1978 

Leo D.             Dec. 22, 1999 

Vicky F.             Jan. 1, 1996 

Norm P.             Jan. 5 , 1981 

Roy McA           Feb. 27, 1987 

 

FELLOWSHIP OF MIRACLES 

Myra G..             Jan. 18, 2004 

Russ M.              Jan. 18, 1979 

 

HARROW GROUP 

Scott N.  Oct. 2 2009 

Chris B.  Oct. 5 2009 

Al K.  Dec. 20 2004 

Stephen M. Jan. 8 2007 

Beverly H. Feb. 14 2009 

Dave D.  Feb. 15 1997 

 

LIVE AND LET LIVE 

Mary K.              Oct. 5, 1980 

Cathy B.              Dec 1, 2013 

Ron K.               Jan. 10, 1981 

 

LEAMINGTON 

Bill W.  Oct. 1, 1981 

Fred C.  Oct. 9, 2005 

Dawn A.               Jan. 8, 2011 

Dorothy C. Feb. 14, 1991 

Jack L.  Mar. 4, 1977 

Mark K.               Mar. 5, 2000 

Louanne  Mar. 18, 2007 

 

PENTHOUSE  
Ken M.  Dec. 12, 2000 

Tim C.  Dec. 19, 1992 

Dave T.  Jan. 4, 1983 

Serge B.  Jan. 8, 1988 

 

 

SUN PARLOUR 

Dave M.  Nov. 23, 1982 

Mike C.  Dec. 25,  1988 

Bill W.  Dec. 2, 1974 

Dave H.  Jan.  3, 1973 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Groups or individuals not submitted for list-

ing are by Group or individual conscious and 

they need to address any changes through 

their GSR. 

- Website/Newsletter Committee  

 

 

District 23 Birthdays 
Submitted months 

October-March 

The Set-Aside Prayer 
 

 

God, please set aside everything that I 

think 

I know about myself, my brokenness, my 

spiritual path 

and You, .... 

for an open mind and a new 

experience with myself, my brokenness, 

my spiritual path 

and especially You.       



Slogan “Let Go and Let God”….. 
 

Higher Power, help me to understand:   

 

  To "let go" does not mean to stop caring, it means I can't do it for someone else. 

  To "let go" is not to enable, but to allow learning from natural consequences. 

  To "let go" is to admit powerlessness, which means the outcome is not in my hands. 

  To "let go" is not to try to change or blame another, it's to make the most of myself. 

  To "let go" is not to care for but to care about. 

  To "let go" is not to fix but to be supportive. 

  To "let go" is not to judge but to allow another to be a human being. 

  To "let go" is not to protect, it's to permit another to face reality. 

  To "let go" is not to deny but to accept. 

  To "let go" is not to nag, scold, or argue but instead to search out my own shortcomings and correct them. 

  To "let go" is not to adjust everything to my desires but to take each day as it comes and cherish myself in it.  

 

If you would like to contribute to the  
“County Connection” newsletter please email your  

submission or comments to:  

newsletter@essexcountyaa.com  
Thank you!  

 ACCEPTANCE     
 

“And acceptance is the answer to all my problems today. When I am disturbed, it is because 

I find some person, place, thing, or situation — some fact of my life — unacceptable to me, 

and I can find no serenity until I accept that person, place, thing or situation as being exactly 

the way it is supposed to be at this moment. Nothing, absolutely nothing happens in God’s 

world by  mistake. Until I could accept my alcoholism I could not stay sober; unless I ac-

cept life completely on life’s terms, I cannot be happy. I need to concentrate not so much on 

what needs to be changed in the world as what needs to be changed in me and my attitudes.” 



 
 

 
 

 
 
Beware: Hard Drinkers & Fakers Inside! 
by Floyd H. 

 
We in AA have signs posted everywhere, each with slogans, such as: "Think" (as if my thinking didn't 
get me here and still can't kill me, even to this day); or "One Day At A Time" (like I can make it without 
total commitment allowing for some future "reservation"); and "Easy Does It," (which is advice offered 
in the Book to wife/husband whose spouse is beginning recovery, not to the alcoholic). None of those 
pieces of advice are in the original program of recovery. Yet we do not post the signs we should, such 
as ("The eye of the adulterer...disguises his face"); or (Beware: Hard Drinkers Inside"). Indeed, if you 
are a real alcoholic, the hard drinker may be a greater danger to you than alcohol itself. 
I base that thesis on two comments from Bill Wilson himself. First, Bill said, in response to the rising 
rate of recovery failures that he began to see as a result of the message in the Book being warped 
through poor oral communication: "We cannot well content ourselves with the view that all these re-
covery failures were entirely the fault of the newcomer. Perhaps a great many did not receive the kind 
and amount of sponsorship that they so sorely needed. We did not communicate when we might have 
done so. So we AA's failed them." He also said that we must be ever vigilant to maintain the purity of 
our message, noting that "if AA is ever destroyed, it will be from within." Bill also warned us that the 
Washingtonian recovery program, which was quite successful long before AA ever existed, was ulti-
mately destroyed from within because they had neither rules (Traditions) nor a basic text ("The Big 
Book") that could prevent the message from being twisted through oral communication. 
So what problem can the hard drinkers cause us real alcoholics? Why can the killing things that are 
happening in AA be traced either to them or to alcoholics suffering from untreated alcoholism? First, 
early AA's, like Earl T. and Paul M., report that the 75% success rate reported in the Big Book continues 
throughout their early years as well. So why do fewer than 6% of real alcoholics stay around long 
enough to get a 10 year chip nowadays? Research shows that 20% of the American population suffer 
from serious drinking problems, but only about half of those problem drinkers are real alcoholics. That 
means that we in America have as many hard drinkers as we have real alcoholics, and since it is easier 
for them to "stop or moderate", we may well have more of them surviving in the fellowship than we 
have real alcoholics in recovery (program). And they offer opinions (instead of Book-based facts) and 
their opinions will kill us if we listen to them and follow their advice instead of the Book's. They do not 
have to adhere to the "rules" (as we must) in order to live. Their strain of the disease is not necessarily 
fatal--as is ours--if we do not follow the rules precisely. With our fellows dying at such high rates and 
with the fellowship suffering such a low rate of success, isn't it time we pay attention to our Traditions 
and the teachings of our program so that hard drinkers and alcoholics suffering the spiritual malady do 
not dominate our meetings with their lies? 
Some drinkers can stay sober by choice (pages 20-21 for the "moderate drinker" and the "hard 
drinker").Furthermore, the Book says that a moderate or hard drinker "can quit upon a non-spiritual 
basis", depending upon "the extent to which he has lost the power to choose whether he will drink or 
not". So I ask: if they can do it on their own; and if they are not here to work the steps; and if they are 
not helping guide others to a spiritual experience, what the heck are they doing hanging our around 
us? I don't have cancer, so I don't hang out on a cancer ward. If I did, I might be sicker, in fact, than the 
people there with cancer who don't have a choice. Why would I want to associate with sick people in a 



cancer recovery program if I don't have a fatal form of cancer? Several possibilities exist to explain 
why I'm on that ward if I'm not dying of cancer. Maybe I overcame a mild form of cancer and now I 
want to tell them how they should treat their severe, fatal form --maybe I like the "expert" role that I 
think that allows me. Maybe my social skills have been so poorly developed that I am not welcome 
among the well people in our society--I need a captive audience of sick people who won't walk out on 
me, no matter how obnoxious I might be. Maybe I sincerely think I can do them some good, though 
my mild form of the disease gives me no real understanding of their illness and what they really need 
to get well. Maybe I'm hanging out on the cancer ward because I just can't handle life's daily issues 
and I need someone to talk to. Maybe they even have free therapy sessions that I like to sit in on 
rather than pay a therapist myself. Maybe I'm even looking for someone to get into a relationship 
with, and it seems like a good place to look (now that is really a strange belief system, isn't it? I'm go-
ing to go where people are dying to find me a life-long relationship! Man--I'm sicker than I thought, if 
I'm doing that.) 
The danger in my roaming the cancer ward rests in the false information I might spread. I might say, 
since I had a mild form of cancer, "Hey--you really don't have to do everything the doctor says. And 
you don't have to do everything precisely or specifically the way he tells you to do it. In fact, let me 
share with you my opinions about treatment because this is all I had to do to get well, and it's an eas-
ier, softer way than the way the doctors are telling you". I might even tell them: "And forget this holis-
tic approach to recovery--I did not have to pray. I did not have to turn to God. That part if their recov-
ery program is really not needed--I'm living proof of that. Just treat the physical aspect of the disease." 
My gosh. Simply by what I'm saying, simply by virtue of the words coming out of my mouth, I would be 
doing killing things on that ward, wouldn't I? And don't you think the people in charge would run my 
butt out of there in seconds? They would not sit by idly and let me spread information that will kill the 
people who are there seeking recovery. 
The fact is that our hard drinkers (and some of our alcoholics suffering from untreated alcoholism) do 
all of that--they often use AA for social or self-serving purposes rather than for the purpose of working 
steps to "continued spiritual growth". Like us real alcoholics, they, too, were told in their old drinking 
days to "Get out!". Then they find AA (by some route) and we say, "Come back". Wow--that's 
new...that's neat. So they also use AA as a Lonely Hearts Club, or for $1/hour therapy instead of $150/
hour therapy, or for a place "to vent--to share--to air their issues". They can live without evidencing a 
spiritual experience (they do not have to--they are not real alcoholics) and they do not extend true 
compassion for the struggle to do what they were able to do in a much easier fashion. Their attitude: 
"Hey, it was easy for me--so the heck with you. But keep coming back, O sick alky. It'll get better". (So 
what is the sign to those judgmental, pompous asses when I get better? Do I become like them? Are 
they the model? The prototype? I'm starting to feel the need for a new Fourth Step just thinking about 
them!). Though we real alcoholics at first glance might look just like the hard drinkers, we are, in truth, 
very different. We must meet "requirements"--hard drinkers do not have to. We real alcoholics must 
do the work "precisely" and "specifically" and "Thoroughly"--hard drinkers do not have to. We must 
have a "psychic change"--they do not. We must undergo a "revolutionary change"--they do not have 
to. We are told that we have a "necessary element; namely, we are "required" to follow a "few simple 
rules"--they don't have to. We are on a "life and death errand"--they aren't. We must seek it "like a 
drowning man"--they do not have to. Thus comes the danger of being in a meeting with them: we 
hear from them the exact opposite of what we need to hear, the opposite of what our Book tells us. 
We hear statements and opinions that may be the truth for them but are fatal lies for us. 
Who, therefore, needs to be wary of the hard drinkers, the "adulterers of AA?" Anyone who is a real 
alcoholic, for these wolves in sheep's clothing are indeed the ones telling real alcoholics the lies, the 
myths, the fiction, the "middle-of-the-road-solutions" that we hear around the tables. And too often, 



we real alcoholics who (when sober) were withdrawn, were loners, were not comfortable speaking 
before crowds, find ourselves taking a back seat in AA to those more vocal, more self-assured, more 
authoritative hard drinkers who, though they may mean well, are really a danger to your chances at 
recovery and the very existence of our fellowship, too. If hard drinkers are not a part of the "common 
welfare", carrying the common message--the "common solution", then they have not met the require-
ments for AA membership. How long shall we sit by and forfeit ownership of our program through in-
action? So if we need to be wary of them, how do we identify the hard drinkers? Actually, they can 
help us identify them, if we are observant. First, the hard drinker often presents himself as the "Model 
AA". (In reality, he is, because a "model" is defined as "an imitation of the real thing". He will say to 
the newcomer, "I feel your pain", but he will not roll up his sleeves and offer the many hours of service 
called for to sit-one-on-one with that newcomer and take him through the Book page by page. He is 
the guy in his second decade of sobriety who recently scoffed at those of us who get up earlier that 
usual each day for prayer and meditation. He is the one who I heard say recently to a real alcoholic: 
"I'm sick of your relapsing, and I'm sick of hearing you say you need more help than you're getting. I 
don't even want to be around you". He is the one who I heard say recently: "I have double-digit sobri-
ety, I worked the steps once when I came in 17 years ago, and my sponsor had me take it slow and 
easy, working the steps when I was comfortable". (The hard drinker can do that--we real alcoholics, on 
the other hand, will die if we wait until we get comfortable before taking action). The hard drinker is 
the one with advanced years in the fellowship who says he "chose not to drink this morning". He may 
be telling the truth. We, on the other hand, don't have that privilege. 
Additionally, he is the one who stays sober even as he contradicts the information in the Book. He says 
the Book is subject to "interpretation" (what he really means is "mis-interpretation"). He may be the 
one who has ordained himself the group's elder statesman. He is the one who does not take his pro-
teges from the cover to page 164, explaining every sentence and doing everything that the Book says 
exactly as prescribed in the Book's "precise, specific, clear-cut directions". He is the one who said re-
cently, "That is not the way I work my program". (Interesting...since when did he create a program? 
Can his program guarantee fulfillment of promises to us real alcoholics as the program of AA can?) 
Note: if any who are making those statements above happen to be real alcoholics, they are suffering 
untreated alcoholism again and need to get back to working the steps so that God's love can be seen 
through their service and through their comments. So if we hear those same comments from a real 
alcoholic, he is back to suffering from untreated alcoholism, from the spiritual malady, from allowing 
unmanageability to creep back into his life because he stopped working the steps in a circular fashion, 
as was intended originally. How, then, can we tell the two groups apart? Know that we need to, be-
cause if the real alcoholic is suffering from untreated alcoholism, we can help him. The hard drinker, 
on the other hand, can hurt us. We need to tell them apart. The alcoholic not working the steps will 
eventually separate himself from the hard drinker in several ways: 
he will meet the description of the untreated alcoholic in the middle paragraph of page 52; 

he will eventually go out and drink; or 

he will commit suicide, that event occurring at a rate among us that is 75 times higher than among the 

general population. Remember: the hard drinker is the one who can stay sober while contradicting 

(through thought, word and deed) the instructions presented in the Book. 

Why do I think I know so much about them? Because their advice dang near killed me. I listened to 
them long enough that I got "comfortable" at 7-1/2 years. In truth, I was the most uncomfortable 
since coming in, because I let them convince me to let up on the work. I heard so many of them pon-
tificating about how they were doing it in their double-digit years (without having to do the work con-
tinuously) that I fell for it. Heck, if they can do it that way, I can too. They appealed to my "softer-
easier-way-mentality". I no longer worried about those contingencies required for my daily reprieve. 



They helped reconstruct my ego ("We can do it on our own") and I stopped looking at them honestly 
and failed to realize that I don't want what they have, even if it is easier. I was at fault for I allowed 
them to influence me, and I DAMN NEAR DIED!!! Today, I know that because I am a real alcoholic, the 
continuous working of the steps is "vital" (that is, "necessary for life")--not for them, but definitely for 
me. And since that is my experience, please let me share: please stay vigilant, for I have learned the 
hard way that the enemy who brings a false message is as cunning and baffling and powerful as the 
disease itself. So, if you are a real alcoholic, know the criteria; watch out for the overblown war stories 
they use to convince you they are one of us; look out for the statements that are truth for the hard 
drinkers but are lies for the real alcoholics. Know that we real alcoholics have no choice--we have no 
control and never will. Know that the only hope for us--continued work and spiritual growth--is not 
required for those vocal hard drinkers. Know that only by working the steps vigorously can we con-
tinue to have the renewed spiritual experience that we must have on a daily basis in order to remain 
sober and happy and joyous and free. And always beware the message coming from the mouth of the 
hard drinker (or any non-alcoholic in our groups), for he "disguises his face". He is seated next to you, 
and though what he shares is really the truth as he sees it, he will unconsciously try to kill you when 
you're least suspecting. That is my experience, so if you are a real alcoholic, I urge you to beware. If 
you are a real alcoholic, do it the way the Book says; do it the way the Book says; do it the way the 
Book says! 
Copyright 1997 Floyd H. 
 
Can be copied only by alcoholics and distributed without profit. 


